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Concepts of reduction and minimization are formulated in a general setting in 
order to unify and classify the different constructions in automata nd system theory. 
In addition to a unified theory for deterministic, partial, linear and topological uto- 
mata, which is partly known, a common theory for nondeterministic, relational, 
stochastic and relational topological utomata isdeveloped using the notion of automata 
in pseudoclosed categories. Moreover, an approach to a general theory of reduction and 
minimization is given and applied to a great number of examples in automata nd 
system theory. 
INTRODUCTION 
In the development of abstract automata nd mathematical system theory numerous 
structures have been studied. The notion of finite dterministic automata has been 
modified, for example, to partial, nondeterministic, relational, stochastic, several types 
of linear and topological, fuzzy set, and tree automata. Linear automata seem to be the 
most important models in system theory (cf. [29]). Problems of reduction, minimiza- 
tion, and realization were first studied ad hoc for each structure. Only in the last few 
years have attempts been made to unify automata nd system theory, e.g., in [3-7, 
9, 10, 13, 14, 16, 17, 21, 22, 35]. In fact the notions of automata in monoidal closed 
categories introduced in [9, 22], and of state behavior processes, defined in [4], make it 
possible to give a common theory of reduction and minimization for the cases of 
deterministic, partial, linear, fuzzy set, tree, and several sorts of topological automata. 
In these cases the theory can be developed along the lines of deterministic automata 
and most of the notions for reduced and minimal in the literature (e.g., [1, 18, 27, 29, 
34]) coincide for these automata nd systems. More difficult is the case of nondeter- 
ministic, relational, and stochastic automata. The results concerning reduction and 
minimization are much weaker and there are several different types of reduced, 
minimal, and strong reduced automata (e.g., cf. [34]) with most authors using different 
definitions. 
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The aim of this article is to give suitable definitions for a system to be reduced or 
minimal, to compare these with notions known in the literature, and to classify auto- 
mata and systems with respect o their reduction and minimization properties. Further- 
more, we present a common treatment of nondeterministie, relational, and stochastic 
automata using the notion of automata in pseudoclosed categories. This theory is also 
applicable to several other types of automata, e.g., partial stochastic and relational 
topological automata. 
In Section 1, starting with three well-known examples in automata theory, some 
basic notions of category theory are motivated and introduced in order to get a suitable 
general setting for the treatment of reduction, minimization, and realization problems 
in Section 2. In this framework exact definitions for notions like "behavior," equiva- 
lence," "minimal," "weak minimal," "reduced," and "realizing" are given and 
compared with one another, leading to a general theory of reduction and minimization 
which can be applied to all the examples in the following sections. An outline of the 
theory of automata in closed categories, including deterministic, partial, bilinear, and 
topological automata, is given in Section 3, while Section 4 treats the case of automata 
in pseudoclosed categories. In both cases we confine ourselves to the verification of the 
notions given in Section 2 and to listing the most important further properties which 
are, in fact, applications of the general theory in Section 2. 
For some proofs and results concerning automata in closed and pseudoclosed 
categories we refer to a more detailed version in our seminar report [13] and in our 
book [14], which is a detailed version of [13, 15]. Finally in Section 5 several further 
examples, known in the literature, are formulated and classified with respect o the 
notions in Section 2 such that the corresponding results can also be applied to these 
examples. 
1. BASIC CONCEPTS 
Starting with the well-known examples of reduction and minimization for deter- 
ministic and nondeterministic Mealy-automata and the transition monoid of an auto- 
maton, we introduce a general concept of systems with behavior, called systematics, 
and some basic notions of category theory, such as categories funetors and image 
faetorizations. The three examples will be important for most of our constructions in 
this paper. 
EXAMPLE 1.I (Deterministic Automata). Given a deterministic Mealy-automaton 
y/ ~ (I, O, S, 3, )t), where /, O, S are sets of inputs, outputs, and states and 
: S x I -+  S, )~: S • I--~ O are the state transition and output functions, respectively, 
we can construct he following functions in a well-known way. 
(1) A+: S x I + -~ O (extended last output), 
(2) M(_/J): S -+ ( I  +, O) (machine function), 
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where I + is the free semigroup over I and (A, B) the set of all functions from A to B. 
M(A) is defined by 
M(A)(s)(w) =A+(s,w) for s~S,  w6 I  +, 
and leads to the behavior E(A) of A given by 
R(A) - -  {M(A) (s ) :  I+  ~ o I s ~ s},  
which is the image of M(A), of course. 
The reduced automaton R(A) of A can be obtained in the following way. Construct 
the Nerode-equivalence == given by s ~ s' if and only if M(A)(s) = M(A)(s'). The 
canonical projection e(A): S ~ S, where S is the quotient set of S by the equivalence 
relation ~,  yields a unique function m(A): ~q---~ (1% O) such that m(A) o e(A) = M(A). 
Furthermore, there are unique functions 8: S • I--+ S and A: ~q x I ~ O such that 
R(A) = (I, O, S, 8, fit) is an automaton. R(A) is reduced and minimal because 
M(R(A)) =- m(A) is injective, and e(A) is an automata morphism from A to R(A). 
Of course, there is a similar construction for the minimal automaton of A, taking 
E(A) as state set, and 8: E(A) X I--~ E(A) as the restriction of the left shift 
L : ( I  +,O)  •  +,O) defined by L( f ,x)  =foLx  with Lx(w ) =xw.  This is 
equal to R(A) up to isomorphism, due to the fact that S is isomorphic to E(A) by 
uniqueness of the image factorization of the machine function M(A). 
An automaton A is called observable if its machine function is injective. Thus we 
can call A minimal if it is observable or if the state set S is equal to E(A) up to 
isomorphism. In both cases we get the following characterization which is stated 
without proof for further reference. 
LEMMA 1.2. A deterministic Mealy-automaton A' is minimal if and only if for all 
automata A satisfying E(A) C_ E(A') there is a unique automata morphism f :  A--~ .4'. 
Moreover, f is surjective if E(A) = E(A'). 
EXAMPLE 1.3 (Nondeterministic Automata). Assuming 3: S X I ~ S and 
A: S • I -+  O in Example 1.1 to be nondeterministic functions, i.e., relations in which 
every element of the left-hand side occurs in some pair, we get the notion of a non- 
deterministic automaton A ~-(I, O, S, 3, A). The well-known composition of non- 
deterministic functions allows us to construct A+: S x I + --+ O, but in order to get the 
machine function M(A) we first regard A + as a deterministic function from S X I + to 
PO, which is the power set of O without the empty set, yielding a deterministic 
machine function M(A): S --+ ( I  +, PO). The behavior E(A) of A is again the image of 
the function M(A) and A is called observable if M(A) is injective. 
In the case of nondeterministic automata the construction of an equivalent observable 
automaton A'  is not unique up to isomorphism and there is in general no automata 
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morphism from A to A';  we only have the following weaker esult (cf. [4.6]). For each 
nondeterministic automaton A there is an equivalent observable automaton A' with 
state set isomorphic to E(A). 
On the other hand there is a different construction yielding an equivalent "reduced" 
automaton R(A) which is in fact a homomorphie image of A, but R(A) is not 
observable in general. To state this result precisely, we need the definitions of reduc- 
tions and reduced systems which will be given in Definition 2.1. For our special case 
a reduction is a surjective automata morphism, i.e., a surjective function f :  S -*  S '  
satisfying 3' o ( f  • I) = f o 3 and h' o ( f  • I )  = A and A is called reduced, if each 
reduction f :  A -+ A' is an isomorphism. Then we have the following result (cf. [4.7]). 
LEMMA 1.4. For each nondeterministic automaton A there is a reduced automaton 
R(A) and a reduction u(A): A--+ R(A) such that for all reduced automata A' and 
automata morphisms f :  A -+ A' there is a unique morphism f '  : R(A) --+ A' satisfying 
f '  o u(A) -~ f ;  i.e., the following diagram (1.4.1) is commutative. 
f 
A ~N 
u(A)  [ i< . ,~  ~"  




i = ~x}, o = {y , ,  M ,  
defined by the graph 
the nondeterministic automaton A ----- (L O, S, 3, A) with 
S ={1,2 ,3 ,4 ,5} ,  and ~:S •  A:S XI - -~PO 
%1 y, y2 --<s I y, y2-) 
(1.4.2) 
Our notation means, for example, 3(4, x) = {1, 4, 5} and h(5, x) = {Yl ,Y2}. Iden- 
tifying states 1 and 3, we get the automaton R(A) defined by the graph 
(1.4.3) 
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The identification map is a surjective automaton morphism and hence a reduction. 
Moreover, states 4 and 5 are equivalent, i.e., M(A) (4) = M(A) (5), but there is no 
reduction whieh identifies those states because they have different state transitions 
with respect o the equivalence of states. Hence R(A) is the reduced automaton of A 
but R(A) is not observable. 
EXAMPLE 1.5 (Transition Monoid). The state transition function 3: M • S ~ S 
of a monoid automaton A = (M, S, 8) with input monoid M gives rise to an adjoint 
monoid morphism 
t: M--~ (S, S)  
satisfying t(m)(s) = d(m, s) for all m ~ M, s ~ S. The term t is called the transition 
function of A and the transition monoid T(A) of A is the image of t. 
Minimization of the input monoid with respect o the transition monoid is given, 
unique up to isomorphism, as follows. Let T(A) be the input monoid, then the inclusion 
i: T(A) --~ (S, S'2 yields via adjunction the state transition function ~: T(A) • S -~ S 
of the minimal automaton K = (T(A), S, 8). 
The problem now is to find a general setting for the notions of "behavior," 
"minimal," and "reduced" given in the above examples. Unfortunately, for our 
purpose there is no suitable generalization of automata nd systems including all the 
interesting examples. Even general notions like "dynamical system," given in [29], 
or "automata in monoidal categories," given in [9, 13, 22], or machines in a category, 
given in [3, 4], have not included all those examples in automata nd system theory 
which are interesting with respect to problems of reduction, minimization, and 
behavior ealization. Of course, we cannot give such a formulation either and probably 
this notion would be too general to get specific results for automata nd system theory. 
But we need a general setting in order to compare and classify the different notions 
and constructions. In view of that purpose it suffices to regard a class of automata or 
systems as a class of objects in a category with automata or system morphisms corre- 
sponding to the morphisms in a category. Furthermore, the behavior construction can 
be regarded as a fnnctor from the category of systems to a suitable behavior category, 
which is an ordered set in Examples 1.1, 1.3, 1.5, a subset of the power set of ( I  +, 0),  
( i  ~, PO), and (S, S), respectively. Let us briefly review the definitions of "category" 
and "functor." For more details we refer to [25, 30]. 
DEFINITION 1.6. A category K consists of a class ] K [ of objects together with a 
family [Mot K(A, B)]A.B~IKI of pairwise disjoint sets of morphisms, a composition 
o: Mor K(A, B) • Mor K(B, C) --~ Mor K(A, C) (A, B, C e [ K [), 
satisfying (h o g) o f = h o (g o f) ,  provided that the compositions are defined, and for 
each object Kc IK [  an identity morphism 1K satisfying 18of=f=fo lA  for 
f e Mor K(A, B), written f :  A --~ B. 
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A functor F: K --~ L between the categories K and L defines for each K e I K I an 
object F(K) ~ ] L ] [brackets may be erased, e.g., FK = F(K)], and for each morphism 
f~ Mor K(A, B) a morphism F( f )  E Mor L(FA, FB) subject o the axioms 
F(g of) = F(g) oF ( f )  and F(1K) = lr(~). 
EXAMPLES. (a) The category Set consists of all sets as objects and all functions as 
morphisms; composition and identities are the usual ones. Replacing functions by 
nondeterministic functions, we get the category ND of nondeterministic functions 
which has the same class of objects as Set. 
(b) The category Aut of deterministic Mealy-automata with fixed input I 
and output O consists of all Mealy-automata A = (I, O, S, 3, A) [abbreviated (S, 8, A)] 
as objects and all automata morphisms f :  A--~ A' as as morphisms. An automata 
morphism f : A -~ A' is a function f :  S--~ S' such that diagram (1.6.1) is commutative, 




S•  ~ ,S  
fxI l ~f 
S' X I '  ~' --)-S' 
(1.6.1) 
Clearly the composition of two automata morphisms i again a morphism in Aut. 
Similarly, nondeterministic automata in Example 1.3 with deterministic automata 
morphisms lead to the category ND-Set -Aut  and monoid automata in Example 1.5 
with fixed S, together with monoid morphismsf: M--~ 3/1' satisfying 8' o ( f  x S) = f o 8, 
define a category Mon-Aut.  
(c) Each partially ordered class (S, 4 )  defines a category S with t S] = S 
and Mor S(A, B) consisting of a single element if A ~ B, and empty otherwise. 
Since the behavior E(A) of each deterministic automaton A is a subset of {I+, O} and 
all these subsets are partially ordered by inclusion, we obtain a poset B which defines 
a category B, called the behavior category. In Examples 1.3 and 1.5 the behavior 
category consists of certain subsets of {1% PO} and all submonoids of {S, S}, 
respectively. 
(d) The behavior construction in Example 1.1 defines a functor E: Aut  -+ B, 
called the behaviorfunctor, since each automata morphism f :  A -+ A' causes an inclu- 
sion E(A) C E(A') of the behaviors. Moreover, there are behavior functors E: ND-  
Set -Aut -~B and T: l~Ion-Aut-+B corresponding to the constructions in 
Examples 1.3 and 1.5, respectively. 
A collection of systems together with a behavior construction will be called a 
"systematic," because systems can be systematized bytheir behaviors; e.g., systems are 
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"equivalent" or "comparable" if their behaviors are equal or comparable with respect 
to the partial-order relation in B. 
DEFINITION 1.7. A systematic is a triple S = (S, B, E) consisting of a category S, 
called system category, a partially ordered class (B, _C), or short B, called behavior 
category, and a functor E: S --+ B, called behaviorfunctor. The objects S in the category 
S will be called systems, and systems S 1 , $2 are equivalent if they have the same 
behavior, i.e., E(S1) = E(S1). 
Remark. In fact, a systematic in our sense is exactly a functor with special inter- 
pretations for the domain and the codomain respectively. We only distinguish between 
the systematic and the corresponding behavior functor because we mainly regard the 
system category and subcategories of it in the first case and the behavior objects in the 
second case, respectively. The notion of a subsystematic will be introduced in Section 2. 
A generalization of the theory of systematics to arbitrary behavior categories B
which are not necessarily partially ordered will be given in Remark 2.11 in order to 
include the case of variable output object O in our examples. 
EXAMPLES. (a) Deterministic Mealy-automata together with their input-output 
behaviors define a systematic S = (Aut, B, E) where Aut, B, and E are defined in 
examples (b), (c), and (d), respectively, of Definition 1.6. Similarly, we get the 
systematic S = (ND-Set -Aut ,  B, E) of nondeterministic automata with respect o the 
input-output behavior. 
(b) Monoid automata together with their transition monoids as behaviors lead 
to a systematic S = (Mon-Aut ,  B, T) defined in the examples of Definition 1.6. 
To generalize our Examples 1.1 and 1.3 in the following sections, we need categorical 
generalizations of surjective, injective, and bijective functions and image factorizations 
for the construction of the behavior object in our Examples 1.1, 1.3, and 1.5 generalized 
to monoidal categories. These notions are introduced together with some remarks and 
examples, but for a more detailed study we refer to [25, 30]. 
DEFINITION 1.8. A morphismf:  A -+ B in a category K is called a monomorphism, 
if for all objects K and all morphisms gl ,g2: K -+ A with f~  -- f~ we have 
gl = g~, i.e., f is left cancellable. Dually, f :  B --+ A is called an epimorphism if for all 
h ,  g2: A --~ K we have that gl ~  ~ g2 ~ implies gl -- g~ 9 
An isomorphism f:  A --~ B in K is such a morphism which has an "inverse" morphism 
f ' :  B --+ A in K satisfying 
f '  o f  = 1A and fo r '  Is. 
A and B are called isomorphic, if there is an isomorphism f : A ~ B. 
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EXAMPLES. In the category Set, mono-, epi-, and isomorphisms are exactly the 
injective, surjective, and bijective functions. Similarly, irt the category Aut  these 
notions correspond to injective, surjective, and bijective automata morphisms. But 
note that mono- and epimorphisms are not necessarily injective and surjective func- 
tions. In the behavior category B, defined in example (c) of Definition 1.6, each 
morphism is a mono- and an epimorphism but the inclusions are not surjective in 
general. This is also an example for the fact that a morphism, which is an epi- and a 
monomorphism, need not be an isomorphism. On the other hand each isomorphism 
is clearly a mono- and an epimorphism. 
Now we come to the definition of image factorizations in the sense of [25]: 
DEFINITION 1.9. Let ~ and 9J/be classes of epi- and monomorphisms, respectively, 
which contain all isomorphisms and are closed under composition. We say that K has 
an (~-gX-factorization if for each morphism f :  K---~L in K there is a representation 
f ~ (K __~e B --*n' L) with e E ~ and m ~ ~1.12 and for each of the other representations 
f =: (K--~*' B '  - -~ '  L) with e' E ~, m' ~ 9J/there is a unique isomorphism i = B ~ B'  
such that joe  =:e '  and m'o i= m. 
f 
K = L 
(1.9.1) 
Two morphisms m: B---~L 6gJl and m': B ' - -+L ~gJ~ are called equivalent if there 
is an isomorphism i: B ~ B' such that m' o i ---- m. Thus we get equivalence classes of 
9Jl-morphisms with fixed codomain L and we assume that there is a canonical represen- 
tative m: B---~L for each equivalence class. Now an ~-~l/-factorization f~ m o e 
will be called canonical if m is a canonical representative. In this case m will be called the 
image off.  
EXAMPLES. (1) In Set we have an ~-gJ/-factorization taking @ and ~ to be the 
classes of all surjective and injective functions, respectively. Moreover we have for each 
function f :  K---~L a canonical factorization f ~ i of' where f ' :  K-+f (K)  is the 
restriction o f f  to the image f (K )  and i : f(K)--*L is the inclusion. 
(2) In the category Top of topological spaces with continuous functions there 
are several different ~-~l~-factorizations. Mostly we will take ~ as the class of all 
surjective continuous functions and 9~ as the class of all injective continuous functions 
with subspace topology. On the other hand, it is possible to take for 9Jl all injective 
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continuous functions and for t~ all those surjective ones which are furnished with 
identification topology on the codomain. 
Remarks. Given an ~-gJ~-faetorization n K, the classes ~ and gJl have the properties 
that 
g o f~ ~ implies g ~ ~ and g o f~ gJt implies f ~ 9)L (1.9.2) 
Moreover, we have the well-known diagonal lemma (ef. [25]), which is called the 
Zeiger-fill-in lemma in [29]: 
Given morphisms e, f, g, and m in K with g o e ~- m o f  and e c ~ m e 9Jl, there is a 
d such that diagram (1.9.3) is commutative, i.e., unique "diagonal" morphism 




d / / / -  1 / g (1.9.3) / 
/ 
"D  m,932 
For the proofs of (1.9.2) and (1.9.3), which are easy consequences of Definition 1.9, we 
refer to [13, 14, 25]. In Set, d is defined by d(b) = f(a) for each b c B and arbitrary 
a ~ A with e(a) = b. Such an a exists since e is surjective, and d is well defined because 
m is injective andg o e =-: m of. 
2. REDUCTION, MINIMIZATION, AND REALIZATION IN SYSTEMATICS 
Motivated by the examples in Section 1, we are now ready to define the meaning of 
minimal, weak minimal, and reduced systems in an arbitrary systematic and to compare 
these notions with other definitions known in the literature such as minimal, in the 
sense of minimal cardinality, or terminal (cf. [2-4]), and with the minimal realization 
principle stated in [21]. Moreover, we want to formulate and compare different notions 
for equivalence of systems, reduction morphisms, and related problems (cf. [16, 27, 28]). 
The aim of this section is to sketch a theory of reduction, minimization, and realiza- 
tion based on our notions of minimal and reduced systems and systematics, and we 
show that several well-known properties of deterministic automata can in fact be 
deduced in arbitrary systematics which satisfy the minimal realization principle. In 
fact, we give a great number of examples in the following sections which are studied 
and classified with respect o our general theory in systematics. 
Let us start with the notions of a "reduction" and "reduced" automata s given in 
Example 1.3 which can be generalized to systematics if we replace surjective automata 
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morphisms by morphisms in S belonging to a class ~ of epimorphisms in S. As in 
Definition 1.9, we assume that ~ contains all isomorphisms, is closed under com- 
position, and has the property (1.9.1) that g o f~ ~ implies g ~ ~, which is obviously 
satisfied for the class of all surjective functions in Set. 
In all our considerations S = (S, B, E) is a systematic n the sense of Definition 1.7. 
DEFINITION 2.1. A reduction f :  S' --~ S is a morphism of systems which belongs 
to the class (~ and satisfies E(S') = E(S). A system S' is called reduced if each reduction 
f :  S' --+ S to an arbitrary system S is an isomorphism. 
Interpretation. A reduction f is a morphism from a system to an equivalent one 
which is smaller is some sense. In most cases this is expressed by surjectivity o f f  and 
S' is reduced in the sense that it is "homomorphic" reduced (cL [27]). 
Minimality of automata nd systems is often defined by the minimal number of 
states. Unfortunately, this definition is only useful in the finite case. In Lemma 1.2 
we have given another characterization for minimal deterministic automata which, in 
fact, remains true for partial, linear, bilinear, several kinds of topological automata, 
and in the case of the corresponding automata with initial state which are reachable 
in the sense that each state is reachable from the initial state. Moreover, it remains 
true for minimal monoid automata, which are studied in Example 1.5. But the lemma 
is false in the case of nondeterministic, relational, and stochastic automata; i.e., 
observable automata re not minimal in the sense of Lemma 1.2 in general. But they 
are minimal with respect to "weak automata morphisms" f :  A-+A'  which are 
functions f : S --~ S' such that each state s ~ S is equivalent o f(s) E S' (el. Defini- 
tion 4.5). 
DEFINITION 2.2. A system S' is called minimal if for all systems S satisfying 
E(S) C E(S') there is exactly one morphismf:  S ~ S' in S. This is already a reduction 
in the case of equal behaviors E(S) = E(S'). 
Remark. According to the literature [2-4], we call a system S' terminal if for each 
equivalent system S there is exactly one morphismf:  S ~ S'  of systems from S to S'. 
Interpretation. Since reductions are surjective in all our examples, our notion of 
minimality implies that S' has minimal cardinality with respect o all other equivalent 
systems or "weaker" systems in the sense that E(S) C_ E(S'). The notion terminal does 
not imply this minimality in general (el. Section 5.1). 
The hierarchy between the notions minimal, terminal, and reduced, shown in the 
following diagram, are proved below. 
I minimal :> [ terminal [~  reduced . 
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In the case of deterministic automata (without initial state), these three notions are 
equivalent, but the nondeterministic automaton R(A) in (1.4.3) is reduced and not 
terminal because the automaton -/11 given in (2.2.1) with states b, b', and b" (cf. 
Theorem 4.7 for the notation) is equivalent to R(A) and there is no automata morphism 
from A 1 to R(A). 
(2.2.1) 
b"[ y,, yz ~) 
On the other hand An in (2.2.2) is equivalent to A 1 and both are observable and hence 
minimal with respect o weak morphisms, in the sense defined above, but they are not 
isomorphic. Note that this is no contradiction 
to part (b) of the following theorem because A 1 isomorphic to A 2 in the sense of weak 
morphisms means that there is a bijection of the state sets which is not necessarily 
compatible with the state transition functions. 
THEOREM 2.3 (Minimal Systems). In each systematic we have: 
(a) Minimal systems are terminal and terminal systems are reduced. 
(b) Equivalent minimal or terminal systems are isomorphic. 
Proof. (a) Minimal systems are terminal by definition. Given a terminal system 
S' and a reduction f : S'  ~ Swe have E(S') -~ E(S). Hence there is a unique morphism 
f ' :  S ~ S' because S' is terminal, which also implies f o f '  = 1 s' 9 On the other hand, 
fo f '  of =f  implies f '  of  = ls because f is an epimorphism (cf. Definition 1.8). 
Hence f is an isomorphism showing that S' is reduced. 
(b) Since minimal systems are terminal it suffices to consider terminal systems 
S 1 and S 2 with E(S1) = E(S~). There are unique morphismsf:  S 1---- S~ and g: S 2 --~ S 1. 
Moreover, uniqueness implies g o f  = 1st and fog  = lsz, showing that f is an 
isomorphism. | 
Now we want to study properties of the "subcategory" S' of all minimal or reduced 
systems in S. This leads us to the construction of "subsystematics." Regarding the 
reduction problem we want to have for each automaton A not only a reduced automaton 
R(A) but also a reduction u(A): A ~ R(A) which satisfies the universal property of 
Lemma 1.4. This, in fact, is a property of the subcategory of all reduced automata. 
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DEFINITION 2.4. Given a category S, a full subcategorv S' of S consists of a sub- 
class ] S' I C ] S ] of objects in S together with all morphisms in S between the objects 
in S' and the same composition rule. Hence the inclusion S' C S is a functor, called 
inclusion functor J: S'--~ S. A subsystematic S '~ (S', B, E') of the systematic 
S - (S, B, E) is given by a full subcategory S' of S and E' ~- E o J, which is the 
restriction of the behavior functor E: S ~ B. Now the subsystematic S' of S will be 
called 
(a) minimal, if all systems S' in S' are minimal; 
(b) realizing, if for each behavior object B in B there is at least one system S' in 
S' such that E'(S') z E(S') -~ B; 
(c) reduced, if all systems S' in S' are reduced and for each S in S there is a 
reduction u(S): S --* R(S) from S to a reduced system S' in S' which has the universal 
property that, for all morphismsf: S ~ S' from S to a reduced system S' in S', there 
is a unique morphism f ' :  R (S)~ S' satisfying f '  o u(S) ~- f; 
f 
S ~ S' 
u iS)  j j /  (2.4.1) 
/ / -  ft 
RtS) ~ 
(d) strong minimal, if S'  is minimal, realizing and reduced. 
Remark. In categorical terminology, condition (c) means that S' is a reflexive 
subcategorv of S such that all the unit morphisms u(S) (S ~ ] S ]) are reductions. 
EXAMPLES. (1) Given the systematic of deterministic Mealy-automata S 
(Aut, B, E), all observable automata define a minimal subsystematic by Lemma 1.2 
which, in fact, is strong minimal. 
(2) All reduced automata in the systematic S ~ (ND-Set-Aut,  B, E) of 
nondeterministic automata (cs Definition 1.7) define a reduced subsystematic by 
Lemma 1.4. 
(3) Several other examples are given in the following sections. 
in the following we show that each minimal and realizing subsystematic is already 
reduced and hence strong minimal. Moreover, the existence of a strong minimal 
subsystematic is equivalent to the "Minimal Realization Principle" which was first 
stated by Goguen in [21] in a slightly different form. 
DEFINITION 2.5. A systematic S = (S, B, E) is said to satisfy the minimal 
realization principle if there is a minimal realization functor M: B -~ S such that 
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(a) EM(B) = B for all behavior objects B in B; and 
(b) for all systems S and behavior objects B satisfying E(S)C B, there is 
a unique morphismf:  S -+ M(B) which is a reduction in the case of equality E(S) = B. 
E(S) ~ B 
" II " "- (2.5.1) 
E(f:S ~" M(B)) "~. . .  
"~"E M (B) 
Remark. In categorical terminology (cf. [30]), this means that there is a right 
adjoint and right inverse functor M: B ~ S to the behavior functor E: S --~ B such 
that the universal morphisms are reductions. 
THEOREM 2.6. (a) A systematic S = (S, B, E) satisfies the minimal realization 
principle if and only if there is a minimal and realizing subsystematic S' of S. 
(b) Each minimal and realizing subsystematic S' of S is already reduced and hence 
strong minimal. Hence we have the following hierarchy of subsystematics: 
]strong minimol]-.~ 
~~=== jminimol and realizincJl===~lreolizing] (2.6.1) 
Pro@ (a) Given a minimal and realizing subsystematic 5" and a behavior object B, 
there is a system S'  in S'  which is minimal, of course, such that E(S') = B. Defining 
M(B) = S', 211(B) is minimal and we have EM(B)= E(S ' )= B. Moreover, 
E(S) C_ B = EM(B) for an arbitrary system S in S implies that there is a unique 
morphism f : S ~ M(B) which is a reduction in the case E(S) = B because M(B) is 
minimal. Given B _C B' and hence EM(B)C_ EM(B') there is a unique morphism 
f :  M(B) ~ M(B') such that M becomes a functor satisfying E o M = lB. Hence S 
satisfies the minimal realization principle. Conversely, S' is defined to consist of all 
systems which are isomorphic to minimal realizations M(B) for arbitrary B in B. 
Using the properties of M it is easy to see that M(B) is minimal. Hence S'  is minimal 
and realizing. 
(b) Defining R(S) :=  ME(S) we have ER(S) = EME(S) ~ E(S) and R(S) is 
already minimal and hence reduced (cf. Theorem 2.3). Moreover, there is a unique 
reduction u(S): S--,.R(S) since E(S)=EME(S)~ER(S)  and R(S) is minimal. 
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Finally, given a morphism f :  S--* S' with S' in S', we have ER(S) = E(S) C_ E(S'). 
Thus, using the minimality of S' in S', there is a unique morphism f ' :  R(S) --, S' 
such that f 'o  u( S) = f. | 
Before we study reduced snbsystematics letus introduce some other notions which 
are used in the literature. 
In addition to reductions, it is interesting to study the reduction problem, first 
stated in [24], asking whether there is for a given system S a total reduction u(S) from 
S to a reduced system R(S) such that each reduction f :  S --~ S' can be extended to the 
total reduction u(S). Finally, we introduce the notions of R-equivalent systems 
(cf. [23]), which are defined as follows. 
DEFINITION 2.7. Systems S, S' in S are called R-equivalent if there is an alternating 
chain of reductions of the form 
S = SI<--- S2 - , .& .<- -  ...---~ Sn = St.  
The reduction problem is said to be solvable if for all systems S in S there is a reduction 
u(S): S~ R(S)such that for all reductions f :  S -~ S' there is a unique reduction 
f ' :  S' + R(S) satisfying f '  of  = u(S): 
f 
S ~S'  
) [ "~" 




(2.4.1). This property is specific for a class of problems which are called specialproblems 
in category theory. In [12, 31] a general theory is developed showing that there is a 
bijective correspondence b tween special problems and universal ones as given in 
(2.4.1) for our examples. 
THEOREM 2.8 (Reduced Subsystematics). Given a reduced subsystematic S' = 
(S', B, E) of S we have the following properties. 
(a) There is a reduction functor R: S --+ S' satisfying E' o R = E; i.e., R assigns 
to each system S an equivalent reduced system R(S) in S'. 
(b) The reduced system R(S) of S is uniquely determined up to isomorphism by the 
property that there is a reduction u(S): S-~ R(S) from S to a reduced system R(S) in S'. 
(c) The reduction problem is solvable. 
(d) Systems are R-equivalent if the reduced systems are isomorphic. Moreover 
R-equivalence implies equivalence. 
(e) S realizing implies S' realizing. 
Note that the morphism f '  in (2.7.1) is opposite in direction to f '  in 
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Proof. (a) Given a morphismf:  S---~ S~ in S, the morphism R( f ) :  R(S) ~ R(Sx) 
in (2.8.1) is uniquely defined to satisfy R( f )  o u(S) = u(S1) o f  using the universal 
property of u(S) given in (2.4.1) and the fact that u(S2) of :  S ~ R(SI) is a morphism 
to a reduced system. 
f 
S , S 1 
u(s)~ ~u(s0 
RU) 
R(S) * R(S1) 
(2.8.1) 
Given g: S1 ~ S~ it is easy to show that R(g) o R( f )  = R(g of)  and R(ls) = 1R(s), 
using the uniqueness properties. Hence R: S -+ S' is a functor, called reduction 
functor. Since u(S): S--~ R(S) is a reduction we have E(S) = E(R(S)) ~ E'(R(S)) = 
E' o R(S) and hence E = E' o R because B is partially ordered. 
(b) Given a reduction f :  S --+ S' from S to another educed system S' there is a 
unique morphismf ' :  R(S) ~ S' satisfyingf' ou(S) ~ f by (2.4.1). Nowfe  ~ implies 
f '  ~ ~ by assumption on ~. Hence f '  is a reduction and thus an isomorphism because 
R(S) is reduced. 
(c) Given a reduction f :  S---~ $1 we have R( f )o  u(S) = u(Sa)of  by the first 
part of the proof. Hence we have R( f )  ~ ~ and ER(S) = E(S) = E(S1) = ER(S1). 
Hence R( f )  is a reduction and thus an isomorphism because R(S) is reduced. Now 
we take fl : - -  R ( f )  -1 ~ u(S1) satisfying 
f l  o f  = R( f )  -1 o u(S1) of  = R( f )  -1 o R( f )  o u(S) = u(S). 
(d) Given R-equivalent systems S 1 and $2, each reduction in the chain from 
S 1 to S 2 induces an isomorphism between the corresponding reduced systems and 
hence we have an isomorphism between R(S1) and R(S2). Vice versa, we have the 
chain 
u(St) u(S2) 
of reductions. Finally, R(S1) ~ R(S2) implies E(S1) = ER(S~) ~ ER(S2) --- E(S2), 
since E is a functor, and hence equality because B is partially ordered. Thus S 1 and Se 
are equivalent. Conversely, automata A 1 and A~ in (2.2. l) and (2.2.2) are equivalent and 
reduced but not isomorphic. 
(e) Given a behavior B which is realized by S in S, it is also realized by R(S) in 
S' because ER(S) -- E(S) = B by (a). | 
Before we state a corresponding theorem for strong minimal subsystematics let us 
introduce a cardinality function in order to show that "finite" systems are minimal 
if and only if they have minimal cardinality. We can take, for example, the cardinality 
of states or the dimension of the state space in the case of deterministic or linear 
automata, respectively. 
57I/I2/3-2 
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DEFINITION 2.9. Let card be a cardinality function assigning to each system a 
cardinal number subject o the following conditions. For each reduction f :  S --~ S 1 
we have card (81) ~ card (S) and if card ($1) is finite and equal to card (S), thenf is  
already an isomorphism. 
THEOREM 2.10. (Strong Minimal Subsystematics). Given a strong minimal sub- 
systematic S' = (S', B, E') of S, we know already that S satisfies the minimal realization 
principle and in addition t~ f{e results in Theorem 2.8, we have the following properties. 
(a) There is a minimal realization functor M: B --~ S' satisfying E' o M = In and 
M o E = R, where R: S ~ S' is the reduction functor given by Theorerns 2.6(b) and 
2.8(a). Since M o E: S -~ S' can be interpreted as a minimization functor, we have that 
reduction R coincides with minimization. 
(b) Each minimal system S" realizing a given behavior B is isomorphic to the minimal 
realization M(B). 
(c) Systems are equivalent if and only if they are R-equivalent, if and only if their 
reduced systems are isomorphic. 
(d) Systems are minimal if and only if they are reduced and each minimal system 
is isomorphic to a system in S'. Moreover, reduction, minimization, and minimal realization 
are unique up to isomorphism. 
(e) Given a cardinality function card in the sense of Definition 2.9, a system S' 
with finite cardinality is minimal if and only if we have card (S') ~ card (S) for all 
systems S equivalent to S'. 
Proof. (a) The functor M: B--~ S constructed in Theorem 2.6(a) is actually a 
functor M: B--~ S' satisfying E'o M = In by definition. Moreover, we have 
R(S) =- M o E(S) for all S in S by Theorem 2.6(b) which implies R = M o E because 
for each f :  S -~ S 1 there is a unique morphism between R(S) and R(Sa) using the fact 
that R(S1) is minimal. 
(b) is a consequence of Theorem 2.3(b). 
(c) By Theorem 2.8(d) it remains to show that the reduced systems of equivalent 
systems S and S 1 are isomorphic. Now R(S) and R(S1) are equivalent and minimal, 
which will be shown in (d), and hence isomorphic by Theorem 2.3. 
(d) Given a reduced system S the reduction u(S): S--~ R(S), which exists 
because S' is reduced, is already an isomorphism. Hence S ~ R(S)= ME(S) is 
minimal. Since we have already shown in Theorem 2.3 that each minimal system is 
reduced, it follows that both notions are equivalent and each minimal system S is 
isomorphic to the system ME(S) in S'. Moreover, uniqueness of reduction, minimiza- 
tion, and minimal realization, up to isomorphism, is a direct consequence of the fact 
that equivalent minimal systems are isomorphic. 
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(e) Each minimal system S' has minimal cardinality with respect o all equivalent 
systems S, because E(S) -~ E(S') implies that there is a reduction f :  S -+ S' and hence 
card (S') ~< card (S). Vice versa, each system S' having finite cardinality card (S) 
satisfying card (S') <~ card (S) for all equivalent systems S is, in fact, minimal because 
we have for each minimal system S 1 equivalent to S': card (S ' )~ card(S1) by 
assumption and card (Sx) ~ card (S') by minimality of $I 9 Thus we have equality 
such that there is a reduction f :  S' ~ 81 which is already an isomorphism using the 
second property of the cardinality function. Hence S'  is also minimal. | 
Remark 2.11 (Generalization to Arbitrary Categories). In our Definition 1.7 
of systematics, we have assumed that the behavior category is a partially ordered class 
instead of an arbitrary category because this is the case for most of our examples and 
simplifies notation. However, if we drop the assumption that the output object O is 
fixed, we have to consider arbitrary behavior categories B. This is done for the case of 
initial Mealy- and Moore-automata in Section 5.1. In fact, all our results remain true 
for arbitrary behavior categories B if we generalize some of our definitions in the 
following way. 
1.7. Systems S 1 and $2 are called equivalent if E(S1) and E(S2) are isomorphic. 
2.1. A reduction is a morph ismf :  S--~ S'  in such that E( f )  is an isomorphism. 
2.4. For the reduction u(S): S --+ R(S) in Definition 2.4(d) we assume, as before, 
E(u(S)) = 1E(S) 9 
2.2. S'  is called minimal if for all systems S and all behavior morphisms 
i: E(S) --~ E(S') there is exactly one morphism f :  S ~ S' satisfying E( f )  = i which 
is a reduction in the case that i is an isomorphism. S' is called terminal if for each 
isomorphism i: E(S) ~ E(S') there is a unique f :  S ~ S' such that E( f )  = i. 
2.5. S satisfies the minimal realization principle if Definition 2.5 remains true 
where (b) is replaced by : For all S and B and i: E(S) --~ B in B, there is a unique 
f :  S---~ M(B)  in S such that E( f )  = i, which is a reduction if i is an isomorphism. 
Remark 2.12 (Global Theory of Systematics). The theory of systematics provides 
a method of carrying over the reduction and minimization theory of deterministic 
automata to initial or linear automata, for example. The general idea is the following. 
Given two systematics S i = (Si,  B i ,  Ei) (i ~ l, 2), we construct comparison func- 
tors V :S2~S1 and W:B2-+B1 satisfying E 1o V= WoE 2. Suppose we have 
already shown that S 1 satisfies the minimal realization principle; then suitable pro- 
perties of V and W allow us to get the same result for S 2 . In fact, starting with the 
systematic S 1 of deterministic automata we have studied linear automata by this 
method in [13], and the same can be done for initial automata, especially for the 
characterization f the behaviors of finite automata. Such global connections between 
systematics should be studied in a subsequent paper more explicitly. 
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3. A UNIFIED THEORY OF AUTOMATA 
In the following we apply our general theory of reduction, minimization, and 
realization, as given in Section 2, to several different kinds of automata nd systems. 
In this section we consider automata of deterministic type, including partial, fuzzy set, 
and several kinds of linear and topological automata. But it is not necessary to study 
them separately because, as already shown in [9, 13, 22], all these different ypes, and 
several others in addition, can be regarded as automata in closed categories. On the 
other hand it seems to be necessary to review the basic definitions and ideas of auto- 
mata in monoidal and closed categories in order to show that we can construct a 
corresponding systematic, which satisfies the minimal realization principle, such that 
all the results of Section 2 can be applied. On the basis of these constructions we 
also develop a unified theory for automata of nondeterministic type, including 
relational, stochastic, and several kinds of relational topological automata, in 
the next section. Automata with initial states and other types are discussed in 
Section 5. 
Let us again consider Example 1.1. I f  we replace 8: S X I -+  S and A: S • I--~ O 
by partial functions, we get the notion of a partial automaton. Moreover, if S, I, and O 
are vector spaces or topological spaces and 3, A are linear or continuous functions, we 
obtain linear, bilinear, and topological automata where the cartesian product X has 
to be replaced by the direct sum, the tensor product, and a suitable kind of topological 
product respectively. To get a unified description, let us regard I, O, S as objects and 
8, A as morphisms in a category K, and the cartesian product as a functor 
@: K • K -+ K (cf. Definition 1.6) leading to the notion of a monoidal category and 
automata in monoidal categories: 
DEFINITION 3.1. A category K together with a functor @: K • K -+ K, called 
tensor product, and a unit object U is called monoidal, written (K, @, U), or abbreviated 
as (K, @), if @ is associative up to isomorphism and there are natural isomorphisms 
U @ A ~ A ~- A @ U for all A in K which are compatible with the associativity 
isomorphisms. For morphismsf  @ 1A or la @f,  we wr i tef  ~) A and A @f,  respec- 
tively. 
Remark. For an exact definition of monoidal categories including the coherence 
conditions for the isomorphisms, consult [30]. To simplify notation we will not give 
these isomorphisms explicitly. 
EXAMPLES. (a) The category (Set, • 1) of sets is a monoidal category where Set  
is given in Definition 1.6(a), X is the cartesian product regarded as a functor 
X : Set  x Set  ~ Set  defined by the usual product of sets • (A, B) :---- A x B and 
functions x (f, g) :--~ f X g, and 1 is the one-element set. 
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(b) The category Vect of vector spaces over a fixed field F together with the 
tensor product @ of vector spaces and F as unit object is a monoidal category (Vect, 
@, F). The functor properties of @:Vect  x Vect --~ Vect are an easy consequence of
the universal properties of @ with respect o bilinear functions (cf. [30]). As in (a) 
and (b), we have the monoidal categories 
(c) (ND, x,  1) of nondeterministic functions, 
(d) (PD, x,  1) of partial functions, 
(e) (Rel, • 1) of relations, 
(f) (Stoch, x,  1) of stochastic hannels, where a stochastic hannel f :  A -+ B 
from A to B is a functionf': A -~ PB from A to the set PB of all (discrete) probability 
distributions on B. The composition of two stochastic hannels f :  A -+ B and 
g: B --~ C is defined by 
(go f)(a)(c) : :  ~ f ' (a)(b) " g'(b)(c) for all a e A,  c e C, 
b~B 
and for the cartesian product o f f :  A --+ B, fl: A1 -+ B1 we have 
( f  • f l)(a, al)(b, bt) = f(a)(b) " f~(al)(b~), 
(g) (Vect, • 1) of vector spaces with direct sum x, and 
(h) (Top, @, 1) of topological spaces with biproduct, where A @ B is the 
cartesian product of the topological spaces A and B carrying the final topology such 
that the identity A x B -~ A @ B is separately continuous (cf. [17]). 
Several other examples are given in [4, 9, 13-15, 17, 22, 30]. 
DEFINITION 3.2. An automaton A ~ (L O, S, 3, )~), abbreviated as A = (S, 3, A), 
in a monoidal category (K, @) consists of objects/, O, S and morphisms 3: S @ I ~ S 
and )t: S @ I --~ O in (K, @). 
Remark. The interpretation is the same as in Example 1.1. Had we said "Mealy- 
automaton" in the above-defined case, it is clear how we would define Moore-auto- 
mata: Replace A: S @ I --~ O by a morphism A: S --~ O. But we confine ourselves to the 
first case and the simple translation to the second is left to the reader. 
EXAMPLES. For each of the examples (a) to (h) in Definition 3.1 we have a corre- 
sponding type of automata, i.e., deterministic, bilinear, nondeterministic, partial, 
relational, stochastic, linear, and topological automata, respectively. For (h) and (f) 
this will be shown explicitly: 
(b) Due to the universal properties of the tensor product of vector spaces, 
linear functions 3: S @I -~ S and A: S @I- -~ O correspond uniquely to bilinear 
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functions 8': S • I--+ S and A': S • I---~ O such that we get the notion of a bilinear 
automaton. 
(f) The stochastic hannel 3: S • I - -~ S assigns to each pair (s, x) ~ S • I a 
(discrete) probability distribution 8'(s, x): S--+ [0, 1] ([0, 1] is the unit interval) such 
that for each s' e S the probability for the stochastic automaton _d to switch from 
state s with input x to state s' is given by 3'(s, x)(s') e [0, 1]. The interpretation for the 
channel A: S • I---~ O is similar. 
To get the processing of input strings, we have to construct he last output function 
A+: S • I + --* O as given in Definition 1.1 for the example of deterministic automata. 
For this purpose we need the categorical notion of a coproduct corresponding to the 
disjoint union of sets or topological spaces and to the direct sum of vector spaces in 
our examples: 
DEFINITION 3.3. (a) Given a family K~ (n e N) of objects in K, an object K, 
written IJ~s~ K,  , together with "injections" Un: K,~ --~ K (n e N) is called coproduct 
if for all objects L in K and all families f~: Kn ~ L(n ~ N) there is a unique morphism 
f :  K--~ L such that f o u~ = f~ for all n e N. 
(b) The coproduct of the family 1 ~ = I @ -" @I  (n e N) is called a free 
semigroup on L written/~ = L I~ In. With injections in: I n --* I +. 
EXAMPLES. (a) The coproduct in the categories Set, ND, PD, Rel, and Stoch is 
the disjoint union of sets such that I + is isomorphic to the usual free semigroup. 
(b) In (Vect, @) or (Top, @) the coproduct is the direct or topological sum and 
! r- is a free tensor algebra or free topological semigroup, respectively. 
CONSTRUCTION 3.4. Let (K, @) be a category such that for arbitrary objects L S 
in K the coproduct I ~ exists and is preserved by the functor S @- - :  K-~ K; i.e., 
S @ I + is again a coproduct of the family S @ I n with injections in: S @ In---~ S @ I + 
(he N). Given an automaton A = (S, 6, A) in K, @), we construct a family 
A~: S @I  n -+ O by 
A 1 - -a  and An+x =a.o(8@I  ~) for all noN.  
Using the coproduct properties, this leads to a unique morphism A+: S @I+-+ O, 
called extended last output, such that 
A~ ==A +o(S@in)  for all n6N.  
Interpretation. In our examples Set and ND, A + assigns to each state s and input 
string w E I + the last output A + (s, w)~ O or the set of last outputs, respectively. 
For other examples the interpretation is similar. 
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The extended last-output morphism A+ yields for each state s ~ S the corresponding 
input-output behavior A + (s, --): I + --+ O, but in order to get the machine function 
M(A): S ~ ( I  ~, O), assigning to each state its input-output behavior (ef. Definition 
1.1(2)), we have to make additional assumptions for the category (K, @) which are 
specific for automata.of deterministic type. 
DEFINITION 3.5. A monoidal category (K, @) is called closed if for each pair of 
objects (K, O) there is an object {K, O}, called internal hom object, and a morphism 
ev: {K, 0 )GK- -~O,  called evaluation, such that for all objects S in K and all 
morphisms f :  S @ K -~ O there is a unique morphism f ' :  S -+ {K, O) in (3.5.1) 
satisfying ev o ( f '  @ K)  ~ f :  
S|  f =0  
"~" ~ le  v 
f' | K" ' "~< K, O> | K 
(3.5.1) 
Moreover, we assume that closed categories are symmetric; i.e., S (~)K is natural 
isomorphic to K @ S for all objects S, K in (K, ~)). 
Remark. In categorical terminology we assume that for each K in K the functor 
- -  @ K: K --+ K has a right adjoint (ef. [30]). 
EXAMPLES. (a) In the category (Set, • take (K, O) to be the set of all functions 
from K to O and ev the evaluation mapping defined by ev (f, y) = f (y )  for all 
f E (K, O) and y ~ O. Now given f :  S X K ~ O and f ' :  S--~ (K, O) with 
ev o ( f '  X K )  = f we have for all s ~ S, k ~ K: 
f(s,  k) ~- ev o ( f '  • K)(s, k) -~ ev(f '(s),  k) = f '(s)(k), 
showing that f '  is unique. Conversely, defining f '  by this equation we get 
ev o ( f '  • K )  =f .  Hence (Set, x)  is a closed category. 
(b) Similar to (Set, x)  it can be shown that (PD, x)  is closed, taking (K, O) 
to be the set of all nonempty partial functions from K to O. 
(c) Also the categories (Veer, @) and (Top, Q) are closed but (Veer, • 
(ND, x) and (Stoeh, x)  are not closed for example. (ND, x), (Rel, • and 
(Stoch, x ), however, are "pseudoclosed" and will be studied in the next section. The 
case of linear and tree automata is included in Example 5.5. 
CONSTRUCTION 3.6. Let (K, @) be a closed category, which has an (~-~i-factoriza- 
tion (cf. Definition 1.9) in Construction 3.4, and let A+: S @ I+--~ O be the extended 
last output of an automaton A = (S, 8, A) in (K, @). Then Definition 3.5 implies 
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that there is a unique morphism M(A): S --~ (1% O) in (3.6.1), called machine morphism 
of A, such that ev o (M(A) @ I+) ~_ 1% 
S|  + X+ ~0 
" t 
"~ ev  
M (A) | I + \ ' - . .  
~'<I+ O> | 1+ 
(3.6.1) 
Now let m(A) o e(A) = M(A)  be a canonical e-9~-factorization f M(A)  in (3.6.2); 
then re(A): E(A) -+ ( I  +, 0 ) ,  or abbreviated as E(A), is called the behavior of A. 
M (A) + 
S ~ <I ,0  > 
e(A)~ (v (A)~ ~)? 
E(A)  
(3.6.2) 
Interpretation. In our examples (Set, X ), (PD, • (Vect, @), and (Top, @) the 
machine morphism M(A)  assigns to each state s e S the input-output behavior 
l~(d)(s) = A ~ (s, --) and E(_d) is the subset or subspace of (1% O) of all these input- 
output functions, 
E(A) = {M(A)(s): I+ --, O/s e S), 
which, for the example of topological automata, is furnished with subspace topology 
of (/% O) or identification topology with respect to e(A) depending on the choice of 
the (~-~-factorization (cf.Definition 1.9, Example (2)). 
Now we are able to define the systematic of automata in a closed category (K, @) 
and we will show that it satisfies the minimal realization principle. For the remainder 
of this section we summarize our assumptions. 
GENERAL ASSUMPTION 3.7. (a) (K, @) is a closed category (cf. Definition 3.5). 
(b) (K, @) has coproducts for each countable family of objects (cf. Defini- 
tion 3.3). 
(c) (K, @) has an l~-&ll-factorization (cf. Definition 1.9) which is compatible 
with @ in the sense that for all e e l~ and K e K the morphisms K @ e and e @ K 
belong to (~. 
Remark. Property (a) implies that S @ - - :K- -*  K is a left adjoint functor and 
hence preserves coproducts (cf. [30]), which is necessary for Construction 3.4. We 
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have shown, or at least remarked, that all the general assumptions are valid for our 
categories 
(Set, • (PD, • (Vect, @), (Top, @). 
DEFINITION 3.8. (a) The class of all automata A = (S, 3, )t) in (K, @) (with 
fixed I and O) together with automata morphisms f :  A --+ A', defined as morphism 
f :  S--+ S' in K such that diagram (3.8.1) is commutative, constitute a category 
0"~ - -  S@I  "S  
~S~" ~S 
0-~ S '@I  ~S' 
K-Nut, called category of automata in (K, @). 
(3.8.1) 
(b) Let B be the category which has as objects all behaviors re(A): E(A)--~ 
(1% O) of automata in (K, @) and as morphisms from re(A) to m(A') K-morphisms 
i: E(A)-+ E(A') satisfying m(A')o i = m(A). Since m(A')~ ?Ol is a monomorpbism 
there is at most one such i and each m(A) is a canonical representative. Thus B is 
a partially ordered class, called behavior category. (el. Definition 1.6, Example (c)). 
(c) The behavior construction E(A) in Construction 3.6 can be extended to a 
behaviorfunctor E: K -- Aut --~ B as follows. Given an automata morphismf: A -~ A', 
the outer diagram in (3.8.2) is commutative by (3.9.2) in the following lemma such that 
by (1.9.3) there is a unique diagonal morphism E( f ) :E (A) -+E(A ' )  with 
m(A') o E ( f )  == re(A) showing that E( f )  is a morphism in B. 
M(A) 
e(A)a(~ re(A) __  / + S , E(A) .~ I  ,0 )  
I E ( f )  f + 
S' ,- E(A') ~. ( I  +, O) 
e( A ") m( A ")e~J3~ 
M(A ' )  
(3.8.2) 
The functor properties of E are trivially satisfied because B is partially ordered. 
(d) S = (K-Nut, B, E) is called the systematic of automata in (K, @). 
EXAMPLES. The above constructions and the following results for automata in 
closed categories are applicable to the following types: deterministic, partial, bilinear, 
topological, affine, compactly generated, metric, tolerance, and graph automata. For the 
explicit definitions of the last five examples, consult [4, 17, 22]. 
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The theory of automata in closed categories i based on the following property of 
the machine morphism. 
LEMMA 3.9 (Machine Morphism). _In generalization of Example 1.1, there is a le f t  
shift morphism L: (1 +, O) @1-+ (1% O) such that for each automaton A = (S, 8, A) the 
machine morphism M(A): S -+ (1 +, O) is a "Medvedev-automata morphism"; i.e., 
diagram (3.9.1) is commutative. 
M(A) ~ I  
s | I ~. <I+, o> | I 
81 IL (3.9.1) 
M(A) 
s ~ (i+, o )  
Conversely, given S, 3: S @I--+ S and a Medvedev automata morphism M: S--~ 
( I  +, 0) ,  there is a unique automaton A = (S, 8, ~) such that M(A) = M. 
Moreover, given automata A and A', each morphism f :  S-+ S' is an automata 
morphism if and only if f satisfies 
M(A') of  = M(A), (3.9.2) 
3 'o ( f•  =fo3 .  
For the proof of this lemma consult [13, 14, 22]. 
Since the class ~ in the ~-~0e/-factorization c rresponds toinjective functions in our 
examples we obtain the following generalization of observable automata in Defini- 
tion 1.1. 
DEFINITION 3.10. An automaton A in (K, @) is called observable if the machine 
morphism M(A) belongs to ~g/. 
Now we are able to state the main theorem for automata in closed categories: 
THEOREM 3.11 (Automata in Closed Categories). Each observable automaton in 
K-Aut is minimal and each behavior B in B can be realized by an observable automaton. 
Hence the class of all observable automata defines a strong minimal subsystematic S' of 
S = (K-Aut, B, E) and S satisfies the minimal realization principle. 
Proof. Given an observable automaton A', we first have to show by Definition 2.2 
that for each A in K-Aut satisfying E(A) = E(A') there is exactly one automata 
morphismf: A -+ A' in K-Aut. E(A) C_ E(A') implies by Definition 3.8(b) that there 
is a K-morphism i: E(A) -+ E(A') satisfying m(A') o i = re(A). Since A' is observable, 
we have M(A') E 9Jl such that e(A') in the ~-gJ/-factorization m(A') o e(A') = M(A') 
of M(A') is an isomorphism. Replacing E( f )  by i in diagram (3.8.2), we define 
f :  S --~ S' by f  : - :  e (A ' )  -1 o i o e(A) and obtain 
~I(A') of  = m(A') o e(A') o e(A') -1 o i o e(A) = m(A) o e(A) = M(A). 
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Thus (3) and (4) in diagram (3.11.1) are commutative. But also (2) and the outer 
diagram commute by (3.9.1), which implies commutativity of (1) because M(A' )  ~ .~R 
is a monomorphism. Thus by (3.9.2), f :  S --~ S' is an automata morphism f :  A -~ A' 
which is unique because M(A' )  is a monomorphism. 
M(A ) @1 
(4) 
J<r M(A ') ~I 
S @ I -  -~ S '@I  ,. ( I+ ,O)@I  
f M(A ") 




Moreover, if E(A) = E(A') we have fE  ~ showing that f is a reduction. Hence A' 
is minimal. 
Now let m(A): E(A) --~ (1% O) be the behavior of an arbitrary automaton A, i.e., 
m(A) o e(A) = M(A)  in (3.9.1). Since e(A) | I ~ ~.. and re(A) ~ 9~, there is a unique 
diagonal morphism L' in (3.11.2) such that (5) and (6) are commutative. 
e(A ) @I m(A) @I 
S @ I , E(A) | I , (1%O)@I  
~l (5) 9 iz' (6) lz  (Yi 1.2) 
S ~. E(A) ~ {I+, O) 
e(A) re(A) 
Hence by Lemma 3.9 there is a unique automaton A' = (E(A), L', A') such that 
M(A') ~- re(A) showing that A' is observable and realizes re(A). The rest of the 
theorem follows from Theorem 2.6. | 
The second part of the above proof together with Lemma 3.9 leads to a charac- 
terization of all behavior objects in B. 
COROLLARY 3.12 (Behavior Characterization). A canonical morphism m: B -+ 
( I  T, O) in ~ is the behavior of an automaton A in K-Aut if and only if it is closed under 
left shift; i.e., there is a restriction L': B | I -~ B of L: ( I  +, O) | I --~ ( I  +, O) satisfying 
L o (m |  = m oL' .  
3.13. Applications of Section 2 
We now give a list of important structural results concerning reduction, minimiza- 
tion, and realization which are known in the literature for deterministic automata 
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(e.g., [1, 16, 18, 23, 27, 34]), but only some of them are known for the other examples 
of automata in closed categories as summarized in Definition 3.8. 
1. For each automaton A there is an equivalent observable automaton R(A) 
coinciding with A in the structure up to a reduction e(A): A --~ R(A). There is, up to 
isomorphism, no other observable automaton with this property. Moreover, we obtain, 
up to isomorphism, a unique reduction functor R and on the other hand a unique 
minimal realization functor M. 
2. Each automata morphism f :  A---,.A' with observable A '  leads to a unique 
factorizationf = f '  o e(A) via e(A) (universal property) and each reduction f :  A ~ A" 
can be extended uniquely by a reduction f": A"---~ R(A) such that f "  of  = e(A) 
(reduction problem). 
3. Given two automata A and A'  the reduced automata R(A) and R(A') are 
isomorphic if and only if A and A' are R-equivalent or equivalent. 
4. All the different notions minimal, reduced, terminal and observable coincide 
for automata in K-Aut .  Moreover, equivalent minimal automata re isomorphic. 
5. Observable automata have minimal number of states with respect o all other 
equivalent automata provided that there is a cardinality function as defined in Defini- 
tion 2.9. 
Pro@ The properties are corollaries of Theorem 3.11 using Theorems 2.3, 2.8, and 
2.10. | 
4. AUTOMATA IN PSEUDOCLOSED CATEGORIES 
We can build on the above theory to give a unified theory for automata of non- 
deterministic type including nondeterministic, relational, stochastic, and several 
kinds of relational topological automata. The construction for the extended last output 
A+: S @ I + --~ O is the same as given in Construction 3.4 but for the construction of the 
machine morphism and the behavior, as shown in Example 1.3, we have to regard A+ 
as a deterministic function from S X I + to the power set PO leading to a deterministic 
machine morphism M(A): S ~ ( I  +, PO). This idea is generalized in the concept of 
automata in pseudoclosed categories which is irttroduced in [13, 14, 15]. Unfortunately 
we cannot develop the complete theory within the scope of this paper but will simply 
define the proper systematics and state the main results. Let us remark that our theory 
is a generalization of classical constructions given in [11, 34] at most. For an introduc- 
tion to another categorical approach in the nondeterministic case, consult [5]. 
Motivated by Example 1.3, we start with the key definition of pseudoclosed cate- 
gories: 
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DEFINITION 4.1. A monoidal category (K, @) is called pseudoclosed relative a 
closed subcategory (K', @), having the same class of objects, if for each object O there 
is an object PO and a morphism v: PO ~ O, called counit of O, such that for each 
K-morphism f :A - -~O there is a unique K'-morphism f ' :A -~PO satisfying 
vof '  = f in  (4.1.1). 
A f ~0 
v (4.1.1) ~ 
"~ "~" 0 
EXAMPLES. (a) The category (ND, x)  of nondeterministic functions is pseudo- 
closed relative (Set, X) taking PO as the power set of O without he empty subset and 
v: PO--+ 0 as the nondeterministic function assigning to each nonempty subset 
O' of O all elements of O'. Since each nondeterministic function f :  A --~ O defines a 
unique deterministic function f ':_/l--~PO, and vice versa, condition (4.1.1) is 
satisfied. 
(b) As in (a), (Rel, X) is pseudoclosed relative (Set, • taking PO as the 
power set of O. 
(c) According to the definition of (Stoch, • in example (f) of Definition 3.1, 
the category of stochastic channels is pseudoclosed relative (Set, x), where PO is the 
set of all (discrete) probability distributions on O and v: PO -+ O, the channel which 
is the identity v' = 1po on PO. 
(d) Finally, let us remark that the category (Rel Top, @) of lower semicontinuous 
relations, defined by the property that the inverse image of open sets is open (which 
does not imply the same for closed sets), and several other types of continuous relations 
are pseudoclosed relative (Top, @) as given in example (h) of Definition 3.1. For 
more details consult [8, 14, 17]. 
COROLLARY 4.2. Since (K', @) is closed we can combine (4.1.1) and (3.5.1), leading to 
the following universal property. For each K-morphism f :  S @ K ~ 0 there is a unique 
K'-morphism f ' : S -+ {K, PO) satisfying (v o ev) o ( f '  @ K) =f in  (4.2.1). 
f 
S|  ~0 
" "  PO f' | K"'..... ~" "I ev 
\~<K,  PO>|  
(4.2.1) 
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Remark. In categorical terminology, (4.1.1) means that the inclusion functor 
J: K'--+ K has a right adjoint P: K--+ K' and (4.2.1) means that the composition 
J o ( -  @ K): K' --~ K is left adjoint to the functor (K, P --) :  K ~ K'. 
As in Construction 3.6, now using (4.2.1) instead of (3.5.1), we are able to define a 
machine morphism, the behavior, and the systematic of automata in pseudoelosed 
categories. 
CONSTRUCTION 4.3. Given the extended last output A+: S @/+--~ O of an 
automaton J/ = (S, 3, A) in a pseudoclosed category (K, Q) relative (K', (~)), the 
machine morphism M(A): S --~ (1% PO) of A is the unique K'-morphism such that 
v o ev(M(A) (~K)~-A  +, which exists by Corollary 4.2, and the image re(A)--> 
~I +, PO) (abbreviated as E(A)) in the canonical ~-~)/-factorization re(A)o e(A) = 
M(A) is called the behavior of A. 
For the above constructions and the following theory we need the following assump- 
tions. 
GENERAL ASSUMPTION 4.4. (a) (K, Q) is pseudoclosed relative (K', (~). 
(b) (K', (~) satisfies General Assumptions 3.7. 
Remark. Property (a) together with 3.7(b) implies that (K, @) also has coproducts, 
because they are preserved by the inclusion functor J: K' ~ K which is a left adjoint 
functor (cf. [30] and the remark in Corollary 4.2). These assumptions are satisfied for 
(ND, • (Rel, • and (Stoch, • relative (Set, • and for (Rel Top, Q) relative 
(Top, Q). Hence the theory can be applied to nondeterministic, relational, stochastic, 
and relational topological utomata. For other examples consult [14, 15]. 
As in Definition 3.8, we define the category and systematic of automata in a pseudo- 
closed category, but in addition to Definition 3.8 we also define weak morphisms which 
are compatible with the machine morphisms but not necessarily compatible with the 
state transition morphisms. 
DEFINITION 4.5. (a) Given automata A and A' in (K, @), an automata morphism 
f :  A -+ A' is a K'-morphism f :  S--+ S', not only a K-morphism, satisfying (3.8.1). 
In anology to (3.9.2) it can be shown that f :  S--+ S' in this case also satisfies 
M(A') of = M(A). (4.5.1) 
On the other hand f :  S--~ S' is called weak automata morphism from A to A' if it 
satisfies (4.5.1). Thus each automata morphism is also a weak one but not vice versa. 
The corresponding categories of automata in (K, @) are denoted by K-K' -Aut and 
K-K'-Autw, respectively. 
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(b) The behavior category B is defined as in Definition 3.8(b), replacing 
( I  +, O) and K by ( I  +, PO) and K', respectively. 
(c) As in Definition 3.8(c), the behavior construction E(A) in Construction 4.3 
can be extended to a behavior functor E: K -K ' -Aut  -+ B or E: K-K'-AUtw ~ B, 
leading to the systematic S = (K-K' -Aut,  B, E) and Sw = (K-K'-AUtw, B, E) of 
automata in (K, @). 
For the study of these systematics the reader is referred to [13-15]. We state the 
main results without proofs and give the applications of Section 2. Moreover, we omit 
the exact categorical assumptions for K and K' and give only interesting examples 
which satisfy the assumptions. 
THEOREM 4.6 (Observability). Assume that K is any of the categories ND, Rel, 
Stoch, and K' ~ Set. Then all observable automata A, i.e., M(A) E 9X, in the systematic 
.Sw = (K-K' -Autw, B, E) of automata in (K, @) with weak automata morphisms are 
defining a strong minimal subsystematic. 
Proof. See [14, Theorem 7.8 and Proposition 7.4], where a construction of equiv- 
alent observable automata is given. 
Applications of Section 2 
1. Observable automata re reduced with respect to weak morphisms because 
minimal systems in ~Sw are reduced by Theorem 2.3. 
2. Observable automata re reduced in S because ach reduction in K -K ' -Aut  is 
also a reduction in K-K' -Autw and observable automata are reduced in ~w. 
3. Minimal automata in S are also minimal in ~Sw and hence observable by 
Theorem 2.10(d), using the fact that each automaton, which is isomorphic to an 
observable automaton, is also observable. 
4. Strong minimality with respect o weak morphisms implies by Theorem 2.3 
that equivalent observable automata re weak isomorphic, especially the state objects 
are isomorphic, but not compatible with the state transition functions, as shown by A 1 
and A 2 in (2.2.1) and (2.2.2). 
5. Given a cardinality function in the sense of Definition 2.9, and assigning the 
cardinality of states in our examples of nondeterministic, relational and stochastic 
automata, we obtain by Theorem 2.10(e) that a finite automaton is observable if and 
only if it has the minimal number of states. 
Unfortunately the construction of an observable automaton Ao is not structure 
preserving; i.e., there is in general no automata morphism f :  A---~Ao. Consider, 
for example, A in (1.4.2) and A 1 in (2.2.1) or A S in (2.2.2). Thus it is interesting to ask 
for a structure preserving reduction. As motivated in Example 1.3 this problem can be 
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solved by the construction of reduced automata which is given in [14, Proposition 7.3], 
leading to the following result. 
THEOREM 4.7 (Reduction). Assume that (K, @) is any of the categories (ND, • 
(Rel, • (Stoch, • or (RelTop, @) and K' is Set or Top. Then the class of all 
reduced automata in (K, @) defines a reduced and realizing subsystematic of 
S = (K-K'-Aut,  B, E). 
Pro@ Reference [14, Theorem 7.7]. 
Applications. All the properties of reduced subsystematics given in Theorem 2.8 
are valid for automata in pseudoclosed categories, and hence for nondeterministic, 
relational, stochastic, and several kinds of relational topological automata. 
4.8. Summary 
We have compared the notions reduced and minimal, defined for arbitrary system- 
atics in Definitions 2.1 and 2.2, with those of observable automata nd obtain by 
Theorem 4.6 the hierarchy 
I minimal ]=> observable 1-- reduced I. 
Whereas in the case of automata in closed categories these notions are equivalent, by 
Section 3.13, result 4, all the above implications for automata inpseudoclosed categories 
are proper in general because the automaton R(A) in (1.4.3) is reduced and not 
observable and A 1 in (2.2.1) is observable but not minimal. The subsystematic of
observable automata is strong minimal in the closed case but only strong minimal 
with respect to weak morphisms in the pseudoclosed case (cf. Theorems 3.11 and 4.6). 
Thus we have studied the class of reduced automata in K-K ' -Aut  separately, leading 
to a reduced and realizing subsystematic which is not minimal in general (cf. 
Theorem 4.7). 
5. FURTHER EXAMPLES 
In addition to the examples given in Sections 3and 4, we now list several other kinds 
of automata nd systems and show that they can naturally be regarded as systematics 
in the sense of Definition 1.7. We briefly discuss their reduction and minimization 
properties by showing what sort of minimal or reduced subsystematics they have such 
that the results of Section 2 can be applied. In fact several results known in the 
literature can be derived in that way, compared with one another, and classified. 
Moreover, we get some new results concerning reduction, minimization, and realization 
in most of the cases. Unfortunately we cannot give all the details explicitly. References 
to the literature and other parts of this article should be helpful for the reader. 
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5.1. Initial Mealy- and Moore-Automata 
The complete theory given in Section 3 can be extended to Mealy-automata with 
initial states, provided that we only regard reachable automata; i.e., each state is 
reachable from the initial state by an input sequence. The behavior in this case is, of 
course, the input-output function b: I+ --+ O induced by the initial state and behavior 
morphisms are morphisms f :  O--+ O' satisfying f o b ~ b' such that the behavior 
category is not ordered (el. Remark 2.11), or if we fix I and O, the only morphisms are 
identities. In fact even the/-component eed not be fixed, but in order to get the same 
results we have to restrict he morphisms to be injective, resp. coretractions. As before, 
an automaton is called observable if its machine function is injective, resp. belongs to 9R. 
In the case of deterministic automata, resp. automata in closed categories (el. Defini- 
tion 3.8), observable automata constitute a strong minimal subsystematic S '  of all 
reachable automata with the above-defined behavior. This is proved for Moore- 
automata in [22] and for Mealy-automata in [13, 14], using the construction of free 
automata nd reduction in the sense of Section 2 to show S '  to be realizing, and for 
minimality of S', it is proved in Lemma 1.2. We do not give the applications of Section 2 
explicitly but refer to Section 3.13 and [13, 14]. 
Finally let us remark that for each behavior function b: I + --+ O the deterministic 
automaton Ao 
O~ e~l ~I +,O)  •  r__, ~i+, O), 
with L defined in Lemma 3.9, evl(f, x) = f (x)  for f e (I+, O~ and x e I, and initial 
state b, is obviously not minimal but terminal in the sense of Definition 2.2. In fact, for 
each deterministic automaton A = (S, 8, ~), with initial state a e S realizing the 
behavior b, the machine morphism M(A): S--* ( I  +, O) is the unique automata 
morphism for A to Ao. 
This is a consequence of (3.6.1) and (3.9.1) because it is shown in [14, Lemma 4.4] 
that M(A),  defined by (3.6.1), is characterized by the properties evl o (M(A) • I) = A 
and (3.9.1). But note that Ao is not minimal, because M(A)  is not surjective and hence 
no reduction, and not reachable such that Ao is no counterexample to minimality as 
defined in [2-4]. 
In the case of nondeterministic automata, and more general automata in pseudo- 
closed categories, the results of Theorem 4.7 can be extended, but not those of 
Theorem 4.6 because observable automata do not necessarily have the minimal number 
of states. These problems for automata in pseudoclosed categories are studied in 
[14, 15]. A similar approach is given in [5]. 
5.2. Nonconstant Linear Dynamical Systems 
Following [29, Section 10.13], a finite-dimensional, continous-time, linear, smooth 
dynamical system S = (F, G, H) is given by the vector equations 
dx/dt = F(t) " x(t) + G(t) " u(t), y(t) = H(t) " x(t), 
57x/12/3-3 
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where t ~ T -- ~, x(t) G ~n, u(t) ~ ~,  y(t) G ~r,, and F, G, H, and u are real-valued 
continuous functions. 
The behavior E(S) of S is the causal impulse-response map Lc: (T • T)c---~ 
{p • m matrices} defined byLC(t, s) = H(t)" @(t, s)" G(s) on (T • T) e = {(t, s): t ~ s}, 
where q)(--, - - )  is the transition matrix associated with F (cf. [29, p. 31]). 
Let 13 be the discrete ordered set of all such causal impulse-response maps which 
are characterized in [29, p. 315]. A morphism of systems f :  S ~ S: is a differentiable 
linear map f :  T--+ {n • n matrices} such that for all t / / -  s, 
(a) q~:(t, s) " f(s) : f ( t )  " qo(t, s), 
(b) Fl(t) . f ( t )  = f(t)  .F(t) + f(t), 
(c) Gl(t) = f ( t )  " G(t), 
(d) H:( t ) ' f ( t )  = H(t). 
Given a morphism f :  S--+ S: we have E(S) : E(S:) such that all, and especially all 
reachable, systems define a systematic S : (S, B, E) and using the proof of [29, 
Theorem 13.19], we have: 
THEOREM. The subsystematic S' of S defined by all observable dynamical systems is 
minimal but not realizing (cf. [29, p. 316] for the definition of reachable and observable 
systems). 
Applications. By Theorem 2.3(b), equivalent minimal systems are isomorphic, 
which corresponds to [29, Theorem 13.19], and minimal systems have minimal 
dimension of the state spaces, by Theorem 2.10(e). Moreover, minimal systems are 
reduced, by Theorem 2.3(a). 
Remark. In the case of constant linear systems we have, of course, strong mini- 
mality, and in the case of nonconstant systems there is, in fact, a generalization which 
also leads to strong minimality (el. [29, pp. 319-323]). 
5.3. Exit-Automata (cf. [20]) 
Let  the normal exit-automata A = (S, E, b, e) from n to p over 27 (defined in [20], 
n, p E ~, X fixed) be the objects of a category S of systems. Given A = (S, E, b, e), 
S is a set of states; E: S • 27--* S, a partial function satisfying conditions 2.5-2.7 in 
[20]; b: n ~ S, a function (beginning states); and e: p --~ S, an injective function (exit 
states). There are no morphisms defined in [20] so we define a morph ismf :  A -~ A'  in 
S to be a function f :S -+S '  satisfying foE=E'o( f•  fob=b' ,  and 
f-:(e'( j)) = {e(j)) ( j  = 1 ..... p). 
The behavior ]A [ of A is an n • p univalent matrix in [z~*] (el. [20]). Each mor- 
phism f :  A -+ A' in S yields I A ] = ] A'  [. To get a behavior functor [ 1: S ~ B, we 
can define B to be the concrete category of n • p univalent matrices in [~'*]. 
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Using [20, Propositions 8.4 and 8.5], we can show: 
THEOREM. All the "minimal" exit-automata (cf. [20, Section 8]) define a strong 
minimal subsvstematic S' of the systematic S = ($, B, ] [). 
5.4. Algebra-Automata and Machines (cf. [2, 19]) 
Given an algebraic theory A an A-automaton is a 3-tuple S ~ (A, O, m) such that A 
is an A-algebra, O a set (output), and m: A -+ O a function (el. [2]). A morphism of 
A-automata from S to S' is a pair (f, g) such that f :  A --+ A' is an A-algebra morphism 
and g: O --~ O' a function satisfying o m = m' o f. S is called reachable if the unique 
A-algebra-morphism fo: Ao-+ A (Ao initial A-algebra) is surjective. Let E(S) := 
m ~ Ao-+ O be the behavior of S, S the category of all reachable A-automata. 
Finally let B the category of all functions b: Ao ~ O (Ao fixed, O variable). 
THEOREM. S = (S, B, E) is a systematic of A-automata which satisfies the minimal 
realization principle. Hence there is a unique strong minimal subsystematic S' of S such 
that the results given in Section 2 are applicable. 
The proof follows from the fact that for each behavior b the full subcategory of S 
defined by all A-automata satisfying E(S) = b has a terminal object M(b), called 
minimal realization in [2]. In our theory this property, called terminal, is a corollary of 
minimality (cf. Theorem 2.3(a)). 
Algebra-automata in the sense of [19] can be regarded as a special case of the above 
A-automata taking O ~ {0, 1}. Thus we can realize subsets of Ao (generalized formal 
languages). 
5.5. Machines in a Category (cf. [3, 4, 6, 7]) 
A generalization of initial Moore-automata, which is not restricted to monoidat 
categories, is given in [3, 4] by replacing the functor -- Q I: K ~ K by a suitable 
functor X: K ~ K, which satisfies a certain adjunction condition, called an input 
process. This concept leads to the notion of machines in a category which includes 
tree-automata in addition. It  is shown in [4] that reduction and minimal-realization 
concepts can be recaptured provided that X is an "adjoint" or "state-behavior- 
process," which includes the case in which the category (K, Q) is closed and K has 
(~-gJ~-factorization. I  fact the definitions, theorems, and even the proofs, known for 
initial Moore-automata in closed monoidal categories (el. Definition 4.1), can be 
carried over to this more general case such that we get: 
TnEOaEM. The systematic of adjoint machines (i.e., X is adjoint) satisfies the minimal 
realization principle. 
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Applications. All the results given in Section 2 are applicable; in particular, we get 
Theorems 5.2 and 5.3 in [4] by Theorems 2.8(b) and 2.10. Theorem 5.6 in [4] corre- 
sponds to the construction i Section 5.1. 
A different categorical notion of machines is given in [6, 7], called machines in a 
hyperdoctrine, including deterministic sequential machines, algebra-automata, 
linear systems, adressed machines, and model automata. Theorem 3.3.5 in [6] shows 
that the minimal realization principle is satisfied, provided that we only regard 
reachable machines. 
5.6. Transition Monoids 
Example 1.3 can be generalized to automata in closed categories including partial, 
bilinear, and topological automata (cf. Definition 3.5). Let us call an automaton observ- 
able with respect o the input monoid if the transition function is injective, resp. 
belongs to a class 9J~ of an (~-g3~-factorization in the closed category (cf. 3.7(c)). In 
fact, these observable automata define a strong minimal subsystematic of all monoid 
automata with fixed state object S. 
Thus, to give only three applications of Section 2, by 2.3(b) we have uniqueness of 
the minimization, the reduction problem is solvable (of. Theorem 2.8) and the input 
monoid of the minimal automaton has minimal cardinality, by Theorem 2.10(e). More 
details are given in [13, 14]. 
5.7. Formal Languages 
Following the categorical definition in [26], a formal anguage S -~ (F(A, 0), T, o) 
consists of a free strict monoidal category F(A, O) generated by a semi-Thue system 
A ::~ O* (A, set of rules; O, alphabet), a nonempty subset T _C O, and a start symbol 
a~O- -  T. 
The behavior L(S) is the subset of all w e T* such that there exists a morphism 
f :  a--~ w inF(A, 0), i.e., a derivation from a to w. A morphism M: S -~ S' of formal 
languages hould be a strict monoidal functor M: F(A, O)--~F(A', 0') satisfying 
M(a) z a' and M(T*) C_ T'*. Thus we get a category S of formal languages. The 
behavior category B may be defined to have pairs (T*, ~) (a subset of free monoid T*) 
as objects and monoid morphisms t: T* -~ T'* satisfying t(a)C a' as morphism. 
Hence the construction of L(S) can be extended to a functor L: S--~ B and 
S z (S, B, P) is a systematic of formal languages. It is left to further investigations 
what kinds of subsystematics exist in this case. 
5.8. General Systems 
In [18] there is given a general categorical notion of systems including examples like 
a capacitor and a resistor. Regarding asystem as a diagram in an object category O and 
the behavior of the system as the limit of this diagram, it is shown in [21] that the 
resulting systematic satisfies the minimal realization principle in the weaker notion 
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given in [21], where it is not assumed that the universal morphisms are reductions (cf. 
Definition 2.5). In fact the minimal realization of a behavior in this concept urns out 
to be trivial, i.e., the behavior object itself. 
Finally, let us note that logical kits defined in [33] can be endowed with a behavior 
such that there are minimal ogical kits which define a strong minimal subsystematic. 
Of course, the concept of systematics can also be applied to several other parts of 
computer science, system theory, and mathematics, but our aim was primarily to 
systematize and classify the various constructions of reduction and minimization in 
automata theory. 
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